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Abstract
We propose a new approach to improve the performance of
speech enhancement techniques based on wavelet thresholding.
First, space–adaptation of the threshold is obtained by extend-
ing the principle of thelevel–dependent threshold to the Wavelet
Packet Transform (WPT). Next, thetime–adaptation is intro-
duced using the Teager Energy Operator (TEO) of the wavelets
coefficients. Finally, thetime–space adapted threshold is pro-
posed. Comparisons with the Ephraim and Malah Filter are re-
ported.

1. Introduction
The wavelet theory provides a unified framework for various
signal processing applications. They include signal and image
denoising, compression, analysis of nonstationary signal, etc.

Recently, a powerful wavelet technique has been proposed
for noise reduction [1]. This technique proceeds by threshold-
ing the wavelet coefficients using an estimated discriminatory
threshold.

For noisy speech, energies of unvoiced segments are com-
parable to those of noise. Applying thresholding uniformly
to all wavelet coefficients not only suppresses additional noise
but also some speech components like unvoiced ones. Conse-
quently, the perceptive quality of the filtered speech is greatly
affected.

On the other hand, wavelet transform has been proposed to
improve the speech enhancement quality of conventional meth-
ods. They comprise the Wiener filtering in the wavelet do-
main [2], wavelet filter bank for spectral subtraction [3] or co-
herence function [4, 5].

To prevent the speech quality deterioration during the
thresholding process, we propose to adapt the discriminative
threshold in space and time. The proposed technique is tested
on noisy speech recorded in real environments. Obtained re-
sults are closely similar to those from Ephraim and Malah Fil-
ter (EMF) [6, 7]. Furthermore, the proposed method does not
requirea priori knowledge of the SNR.

2. Denoising by wavelet thresholding
Wavelet transform (WT) has recently emerged as a powerful
tool for noise reduction. The original work of Donoho and
Johnstone [1, 8] can be summarized as follows. Lets(t) the
noise–free signal andx(t) the signal corrupted with white noise
b(t)

xi = si + bi i = 1, . . . , N (1)

This algorithm can be described in three steps
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• Wavelet transform of the noisy signal,

• Thresholding the resulting wavelet coefficients,

• Inverse transformation to obtain the denoised signal.

Donoho and Johnstone [8, 9] define the soft thresholding
function that has been shown asymptotically near optimal for
a wide class of signal corrupted by additive white Gaussian
noise [10].

TS(λ, wk) =

{
sgn(wk)(|wk| − λ) if |wk| > λ
0 if |wk| ≤ λ

(2)

wherewk represents the wavelet coefficients.
The authors proposed a universal thresholdλ for the WT

λ = σ
√

2 log(N) (3)

whereσ = MAD/0.6745 is the noise level.MAD represents
the absolute median estimated on the first scale. In the Wavelet
Packets Transform (WPT) case, the threshold becomes:

λ = σ
√

2 log(N log2 N) (4)

Johnstone and Silverman [11] studied the correlated noise
situation and proposed alevel–dependent threshold

λj = σj

√
2 log(N) (5)

with σj = MADj/0.6745, and MADj represents the
absolute median estimated on the scalej. The discriminatory
threshold is also defined using other criterion like Minimax and
SURE (Stain’s Unbiased Risk Estimate) [12, 13].

3. New enhancement method
As pointed out previously, the wavelet thresholding techniques
were not successfully applied in speech enhancement. These
difficulties are simultaneously associated to the speech signal
complexity and to the nature of the noise. To improve their per-
formance, we propose two approaches: 1) extend the concept
of the level–dependent threshold to the WPT to remove various
noise, 2) adapt the thresholds to the speech waveform energy.

The proposed algorithm (Fig. 1) is an extension of thetime
only adapted thresholding [14].

3.1. Wavelet packet analysis

The WPT is an extension of the WT. For a given levelj, the
WPT decomposes the noisy signalx(n) into 2j subbands cor-
responding to wavelet coefficient setswj

k,m.

wj
k,m = WP{x(n), j} n = 1, . . . , N (6)

In this application, we fixj = 4. Thus,w4
k,m defines the

mth coefficient of thekth subband. Wherem = 1, ..., N/24

andk = 1, ..., 24.
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Figure 1: Speech enhancement diagram usingtime–space adapted thresholding in the wavelet packet domain

3.2. Space–adapted threshold

Thespace–adapted threshold is derived from thelevel– depen-
dent threshold (Equation 5). For a given subbandk, the corre-
sponding threshold is defined by:

λk = σk

√
2 log(N) k = 1, . . . , 16 (7)

whereσk = MADk/0.6745 is the noise level andN is the
length of the signal.MADk represents the absolute median
estimated on the subbandk.

3.3. Teager energy approximation

The time–adapting approach is introduced by using the Teager
Energy Operator (TEO) [14]. We applied this operator to the
resulting wavelet coefficientsw4

k,m

t4k,m = [w4
k,m]2 − w4

k,m−1w
4
k,m+1 (8)

This operation enhances the ability to discriminate speech coef-
ficients from those of noise.

3.4. Masks Construction

We construct an initial mask for each subbandk by smoothing
the corresponding TEO coefficients (Fig. 1-b)

M4
k,m = t4k,l ∗ hk(m) (9)

wherehk is an IIR lowpass filter (2th order).

3.5. Time–modulation criterion

For each subbandk, the corresponding thresholdλk should be
time–adapted only for speech frames and kept unchanged for
non speech ones. The speech presence is interpreted by a sig-
nificant contrast between peaks and valleys ofM4

k , while its
absence is observed with a weaker contrast (smoother masks).
To distinguish these frames, we define a parameterS4

k named
offset, that estimates the valleys level. It is given by the ab-
scissa of the maximum of the amplitude distributionH of the
corresponding maskM4

k,m, and is estimated over the analyzed
frame.

S4
k = abscissa[max(H(M4

k,m))] (10)

If S4
k is below the discriminatory value of0.35max(M4

k,m),
then we modulate the threshold. Otherwise it remains un-
changed.

3.6. Mask processing for the time–adapting threshold

The modulated threshold must be adapted to the speech wave-
form independently of its energy evolution. In this case, the
difference between local maxima must be reduced. We proceed
by suppressing theoffset and normalization, before applying a
root power function

M ′4
k,m = [

M4
k,m − S4

k

max(M4
k,m − S4

k)
]
1
8 (11)

3.7. Time–adapting threshold

For each subbandk, the time–space adapted threshold is ob-
tained by adapting the corresponding threshold in the time do-
main:

λk,m = λk(1 − αM ′4
k,m) (12)

whereλk is thespace–dependent threshold (Equation 7) andα
an adjustment parameter(α = 1).

Fig. 1-c represents thespace–dependent threshold λk

(dashed line) and the resulting time adapted thresholdλk,m

(continuous line) for the subbandk = 5.

3.8. Thresholding process

The soft thresholding (Equation 2) is then applied to the wavelet
packet coefficients

ŵ4
k,m = TS(λa, w4

k,m) (13)

whereλa is the threshold corresponding to the analyzed frame.

λa =

{
λk,m if S4

k ≤ 0.35max(M4
k,m)

λk if S4
k > 0.35max(M4

k,m)
(14)

3.9. Inverse transformation

The enhanced signal (Fig. 1-d) is synthesized with the back
transformationWP−1 of the processed wavelet coefficients

ŝn = WP−1{ŵ4
k,m, j} (15)

4. Results and discussion
The proposed method is tested and evaluated using speech
sound corrupted by white noise and speech recorded in real en-
vironments. The speech signals are sampled at 8 kHz.
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Figure 2: a) noisy speech recorded in an aircraft, enhance-
ment results using b) WPT with a universal threshold, c)time–
adapted threshold (TAT), d) WPT withlevel–dependent, and e)
WPT with time–space adapted threshold (TSAT).

Figure 3: a) noisy speech recorded in a sawmill, enhancement
results using b) WPT with a universal threshold (j=7), c) WPT
with time–adapted threshold (TAT), e) WPT withtime–space
adapted threshold (TSAT), and e) Ephraim and Malah Filter.

4.1. Narrow–band noise

We recall that the wavelet thresholding method has been ini-
tially proposed to remove only additional white noise. In this
section we use a speech signal corrupted by narrow–band noise
(Fig. 2-a), that is far from being white. This example demon-
strates , the utility of alevel–dependent thresholding. In fact,
the universal threshold of the WPT (Fig. 2-b) is inefficient to re-
move this kind of noise. The Time–Adapted Threshold (TAT) is
also inefficient (Fig. 2-c). However, the noise is greatly reduced
using thelevel–dependent thresholding (Fig. 2-d). TheTime–
Space Adapted Threshold (TSAT) prevents the speech quality
deterioration during the thresholding process (Fig 2-e).

4.2. Wide–band noise

In this class, we use a noised speech recorded in a sawmill
(Fig. 3-a). The universal threshold method reduces the noise
considerably but it is accompanied by speech quality degra-

Table 1: SNR tests for white noise corrupted speech
Unprocessed (dB) TAT (dB) TSAT (dB) EMF (dB)

-10 2.14 1.99 0.93
-5 4.56 4.35 4.29
0 7.46 7.29 7.06
5 10.28 10.00 9.93
10 12.84 12.54 12.79
15 15.03 14.59 15.58
20 16.94 16.36 18.12

dation (Fig. 3-b). Our previous solution (TAT) [14] is very
efficient to remove this kind of noise (Fig. 3-c). The results
obtained by the new approach (TSAT) are also quite efficient
(Fig. 3-d), compared to Ephraim and Malah Filter (Fig. 3-e).

4.3. White noise

The Time-Adapted Thresholding (TAT) [14] and theTime-
Space Adapted Threshold (TSAT) methods are evaluated using
a speech signal from the TIMIT database.

Table 1 shows that the proposed methods are well suited to
very strong noise with a SNR ranging from -10 to 10 dB and
have a better performance than the Ephraim and Malah Filter
(EMF).

According to the fact, that universal threshold is asymptot-
ically near optimal to remove this kind of noise, TAT yields a
relatively better performance than TSAT (Table 1).

5. Conclusion
The proposed method constitutes a successful application of
the wavelet thresholding for speech enhancement. Thespace-
dependent threshold allows the removal of various environmen-
tal noises (narrow or large frequency–band). Whereas, thetime-
adaptation of the threshold avoids the degradation of speech
quality during the thresholding process.

We recall that the EMF algorithm requires an explicit esti-
mation of the noise level or thea priori knowledge of the SNR,
which is not necessary for our system.
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